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Abstract
Silent data corruption in storage system poses a significant risk to the integrity of
data. While error correction codes (ECC) can recover the majority of the errors, a
non-negligible portion of them escape ECC, referred to as uncorrectable errors. As
the scale of storage systems increases, the mean time between uncorrectable errors is
reduced from months to hours, necessitating efficient ways to detect and handle them.
In this thesis, we propose prediction models for uncorrectable errors by analyzing
150M daily SMART logs from 143K hard drives collected over the period of five
years. The models achieve up-to 97% accuracy in uncorrectable bit error prediction
while keeping false positive rates less than 3%. We further introduce two use cases
to utilize highly accurate error prediction models to (i) mitigate the I/O overhead
of file transfer integrity verification on file systems and to (ii) reduce the amount of
I/O that is processed by disks with uncorrectable errors. Evaluation results show
that running integrity verification only for disks with high error probability allows
up to 97% decrease in I/O overhead of file transfers while avoiding more than 90%
of uncorrectable errors. Moreover, diverting I/O operations from high-risk disks to
low-risk disks can reduce the amount of data exposed to an uncorrectable error by
80% while keeping the overhead on low-risk disks less than 5%.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Advancements in computing and sensing technologies paved the way for many science
applications to generate a massive amount of data. For example, Hardware/Hybrid
Accelerated Cosmology Code is an extreme-scale cosmology simulation that produces
20PB data in a single particle simulation [11]. Similarly, soon-to-be-operational cosmology project Large Synoptic Survey Telescope will use a 3.2 gigapixel camera to
take pictures of the southern sky and is expected to produce 15TB data every night.
This huge volume of data is often needed to be stored in long-term storage systems to enable offline data analysis and on-demand access to remote collaborators.
Thus, high-performance computing clusters are bundled with high-capacity, highthroughput parallel file systems that are composed of hundreds of storage servers and
thousands of disks.
As a result, the scale of storage systems is growing rapidly to accommodate the
increasing data generation rates of scientific applications. When combined with the
fact that the reliability of disk drives has not changed significantly over the past
years, storage systems experience bit errors more frequently, putting sensitive data at
risk. While many of such errors can be recovered at disk level through common error
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correcting codes (ECC), a non-negligible portion of them happen in a way that ECC
falls short to correct, referred as uncorrectable errors or latent sector errors [5], [12],
[14]. A previous study found that uncorrectable errors take place once in every 10−12
(125GB) to 10−15 (125T B) bits of I/O operation [24], [33]. A more recent study also
revealed that 11-25% of all hard disks are exposed to at least one uncorrectable error in
their lifetime [18]. Considering that file systems in many high performance computing
clusters consist of tens of thousands of disks and handle hundreds of terabytes of I/O
workload daily [17], these rates indicate the frequent occurrence of uncorrectable
errors. In fact, our own analysis reveals that, on average, four uncorrectable errors
take place every day in a cluster with around 38K disks.
Uncorrectable errors, if not handled timely, can lead to permanent data loss even
when parity-enabled disk arrays are used [12]. Although the use of file system level
checksumming together with parity or mirror-enabled disk arrays (e.g., RAID-Z) can
help to detect and recover from many types of uncorrectable errors through RAID reconstruction, the cost of recovery could significantly deteriorate user response time [6],
[30], [31]. Hence, we propose models to predict the occurrence of uncorrectable errors
using Self-Monitoring, Analysis and Reporting Technology (SMART) [2] metrics and
show that the models can be used to avoid them or at least minimize their impact
on the system performance. SMART logs are, by default populated once a day and
used to keep track of the status of storage devices [23]. By analyzing 150M SMART
logs from 143K disks collected over the period of 68 months, from February 2014 to
September 2019 [4], we developed models to predict the occurrence of uncorrectable
errors with up-to 97% accuracy with as low as 3% misclassification rate.
Furthermore, we leverage high accuracy prediction models to introduce two application scenarios where early prediction of uncorrectable errors can be used to reduce
the workload on storage system or minimize the impact of uncorrectable errors. First,
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we demonstrate that one can reduce I/O workload of storage systems by eliminating
integrity-verification for file transfers when disks-in-use are not expected to develop
an error. In a nutshell, integrity verification– upon the completion of the file transfer–
requires both sender and receiver to read files back from storage to calculate and compare their checksum in order to capture data corruption that might happen during
network transmission or disk write. This process, however, incurs significant I/O
overhead to file systems in addition to slowing down the transfer process by up to
2x [8], [15]. We, therefore, introduce probabilistic integrity verification to calculate
file checksum on cache data when disks– that are used to store file data– do not exhibit the symptoms of uncorrectable errors. By doing so, one can reduce I/O load on
storage systems significantly in addition to reducing the runtime of integrity verification process. Experimental results show that probabilistic integrity verification can
save up to 97% of integrity verification-related I/O of file transfers while capturing
more than 90% of uncorrectable errors.
Second, we take advantage of high accuracy prediction of uncorrectable errors to
exclude high-risk disks from taking part in write operations to reduce the workload
on them, thereby lower the likelihood of uncorrectable bit errors. Even if some errors
cannot be avoided, redirecting write operations from high-risk ones to low-risk ones
will reduce the amount of data at risk, alleviating the impact of the errors. On the
other hand, excluding too many disks imposes the risk of overloading the remaining
disks and potentially increasing their error probability. Our analysis shows that one
can reduce the amount of I/O on disks with uncorrectable errors by up to 80% while
increasing load on the low-risk disks by less than 5%.
In summary, we make the following contributions in this thesis:
• We process 150M SMART logs from 143K disks over the period of 68 months
and present analysis results on the characteristics of uncorrectable errors.
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• We apply several machine learning models to predict the occurrences of uncorrectable errors with up-to 97% accuracy while keeping false classification rate
below 3%.
• We propose two use case scenarios where high-precision uncorrectable error
prediction models can be used to minimize I/O load on storage systems and
to alleviate the impact of errors. The simulation results show that 97% of
integrity verification-related I/O load on storage systems can be eliminated
while ensuring 90% coverage for uncorrectable errors. The results also show
that one can save up to 80% of I/O operations from being issued to disks with
uncorrectable bit errors while increasing the load on the remaining disks by less
than 5%.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents the related work
and background for uncorrectable errors. Chapter 3 analyzes the characteristics of
uncorrectable errors. Chapter 4 presents machine learning models to predict them
using SMART metrics. Chapter 5 introduces probabilistic integrity verification for file
transfers and discusses simulation results. It also describes I/O redirection proposal to
avoid uncorrectable bit errors and presents simulation results for different disk models.
Finally, we conclude the thesis with a summary and potential future directions in
Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
Background And Related Work

2.1

Uncorrectable Disk Errors

Uncorrectable errors (aka latent sector error (LSE)) occur when data on disk sectors
is corrupted beyond what ECC can repair. They are typically caused by undetected
write errors or media imperfections. Rozier et al. [24] estimated that undetected write
errors take place once in 10−12 to 10−13 I/O operations due to several types of write
errors such as dropped, near-off track, and far-off track writes. Unlike other errors,
undetected write errors are “silent” by definition, so they are not identified until a read
request is issued subsequent to write. This, in turn, poses data loss risk as Hafner at
al. showed that undetected write errors when followed by disk failures may result in
complete data loss even in parity-based RAID arrays [12].
Bairavasundaram et al. analyzed LSEs for 1.53M hard disks over a period of 32
months [6] and found that 3.25% of all disks developed at least one LSE. Moreover,
recent studies based on Facebook and Google datacenters statistics reported that
a significant portion of solid state drives (20-57%) also developed at least one LSE
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during their lifetime [19], [27]. Since ECC falls short identify and recover from many
types of undetected write errors, most modern file systems rely on checksumming,
which computes and stores a unique hash value for each data block (or set of blocks)
separate from data block [34]. However, Krioukov et al. showed that checksumming,
if not integrated into file system design properly, can fail to guarantee protections
against complex failures such as lost writes and misdirected writes [14].
Although combining file system-level checksumming with parity or mirror-enabled
disk arrays can find and fix most undetected write errors through disk scrubbing [21],
an ability to predict errors before they happen provides an opportunity to detect and
fix them quickly [18] or to completely avoid by reducing the load on high-risk disks.
Previous work on modeling disk reliability mainly focus on disk failure prediction
using various machine learning models including support vector machine, neural network, and random forest [20], [32]. For example, Xu et al. proposed Cloud Disk Error
Forecasting, a cost-sensitive machine learning system to predict disk failures [32]. In
the context of error prediction for hard drives, Mahdisoltani et al. applied various
machine learning models (e.g., neural network and random forest) to predict several types of disk errors using BackBlaze dataset [18]. Despite similarities, our work
differs in three main ways: (i) While [18] used three years data of 68K disks, we
do not only analyze a much larger dataset (5.5 years data of 143K disks) but also
provide detailed information about the characteristics of uncorrectable errors such
as its ratio and distribution over years. (ii) Our models by using a bigger dataset
and larger feature size, and fine-tuning model hyperparameters, obtain significantly
higher accuracy (95% vs 80%) while keeping misclassification rates low (5% vs 20%).
(iii) More importantly, we propose to integrate uncorrectable error prediction models
into two application scenarios and develop models to determine the set of disks to
manage which will reduce the impact of uncorrectable bit errors while eliminating a
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significant amount of overhead on storage systems caused by integrity verification of
file transfers.

2.2

Integrity Verification for File Transfers

Data integrity is crucial for many science applications whose computations are extremely sensitive to data manipulation such as Hardware/Hybrid Accelerated Cosmology Code (HACC) simulations [11]. Since many science workflows are distributed
in nature– data collection and processing facilities are geographically separated–, integrity of data transfers needs to be protected. Although there are built-in integrity
verification mechanisms to detect data corruption, they are either weak or available
only in a subset of systems. For example, TCP uses checksum to detect data corruption in the network, however, its 16-bit checksum is unable to detect errors once in 16
million to 10 billion packets [29]—a fairly small value in today’s high-speed networks
that operate at the speed of hundreds of gigabits-per-second. Besides network corruptions, file transfers are also vulnerable to uncorrectable disk errors that can happen
during read (at the source) and write (at the destination) I/O operations. As a result,
an extensive field study based on 40 billion Globus data transfer logs shows that one
data corruption (happened either at network or disk) in every 1.26TB transfers goes
undetected by built-in error detection mechanisms [16]. In another study, researchers
executed HACC simulations in a distributed environment and noticed that 5% of all
transfers experienced a data corruption that is not detected by existing integrity verification methods [13]. Therefore, high-speed transfer applications (e.g., GridFTP)
adopt application-layer end-to-end integrity verification to increase the robustness of
data transfers against silent data corruption. End-to-end integrity verification uses secure cryptographic hash functions (e.g., MD5 and SHA256) to calculate and compare
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the checksum of files at the source and destination to detect data corruptions that
would otherwise go undetected by existing mechanisms. On the other hand, it induces
significant I/O overhead to file system while lowering overall transfer throughput due
to requiring to reread files after their transfer to compute checksum [3], [7].
Although several approaches have been proposed to optimize the execution time
for end-to-end integrity verification [1], [7], [8], [15], its I/O overhead has not been
addressed. To give an example, transferring a 200GB file with integrity verification
incurs 200GB disk read overhead both on the source and destination sites for checksum calculation apart from 200GB disk read (on source) and write (on destination)
load as part of the transfer. Although it is possible that checksum of files can be
calculated ahead of time and saved to avoid repetitive calculations [1], receiver needs
to compute it at the time of transfer to ensure the integrity of transfers. Moreover,
checksum of files cannot be always computed beforehand at the source facility if they
are transferred right after they are created for real-time analysis.
Globus, a widely-adopted data transfer service for large-scale scientific data movements [10], supports end-to-end integrity verification, but uses a sequential approach–
completes the integrity verification of a file before starting the transfer of next file–
when transferring multiple files thus fail to utilize network resources efficiently. Liu
et al. proposed block-level pipelining to overlap the transfer of one file with the
integrity verification (i.e., checksum calculation and comparison) of another file to
enhance transfer speed [16]. Charyyev et al. proposed RIVA to increase the robustness of end-to-end integrity verification by enforcing checksum calculation to bypass
cache memory in order to capture disk errors [7]. Yet, none of the previous work tried
to minimize the I/O overhead caused by the end-to-end integrity verification. This
work therefore takes on this problem and proposes to use cache data to calculate file
checksum when storage disks are deemed to be low-risk, significantly reducing the
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I/O overhead of end-to-end integrity verification on storage systems.
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Chapter 3
Analysis of Uncorrectable Errors
Previous studies show that both commodity and enterprise disks are exposed to a
significant number of bit errors stemming from hardware malfunctions and buggy
firmware [5], [24], [33]. As a result, it is estimated that on average one uncorrectable
error is observed in every 10−12 and 10−15 bits of disk I/O for hard drives. As the
capacity of modern disk drive increases along with the scale of storage systems, the
mean time between uncorrectable errors are reduced to hours, putting sensitive data
at risk. Undetected write errors, random bit rotting and media scratches are among
the main reasons behind uncorrectable errors as they corrupt the data to the point
that it is impossible for error correction codes to recover [22], [28]. Hafner et al.
show that when undetected write errors occur along with disk failures, it can cause
permanent data loss even in parity-enabled RAID arrays (i.e., RAID 5 and 6) [12].
Although file system-level checksumming when used together with parity or mirrorenabled RAID arrays can detect and recover from many types of undetected disk
errors, recovery operation induces RAID reconstruction overhead which, if done at
the time of I/O request, incurs performance penalty to I/O operations. minimizing
uncorrectable errors incidents when possible is a worthy approach.

6000 Disk Added
120000
5000 Disk Removed
100000
Disk Count
4000
80000
3000
60000
2000
40000
1000
0
20000
2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Total Disk Count

Added/Removed Disk Count
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Date
Figure 3.1: The number of added, removed, and total disk counts in Backblaze
dataset.

3.1

SMART Dataset

To gain insights into uncorrectable disk errors, we utilized publicly available Backblaze
dataset which contains SMART logs for 143K disks over the period of 68 months from
February 2014 to September 2019 [4]. SMART logs are populated once a day for each
disk to report their status, thus the dataset consists of 150M SMART logs in total.
Although there were 143K unique disks in total, at most 120K of them were active
at any given day. Figure 3.1 shows the number of active disks each day as well as
added/removed disk counts. The number of disks increased from around 32K to
around 110K between 2014 and 2019. We also observe that more than 2,000 disks
were removed from the cluster on 13 occasions during this period. Unlike removed
disk counts, the number of added disks follows a more steady pattern where 500-1500
disks are added at almost regular intervals.

3.2

Distribution of Errors

Among 143K disks, 6.6K of them had at least one uncorrectable error, bringing the
percentage of disks with error to 3.2%. A total of 740K uncorrectable errors were
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Table 3.1: Overview of disk models used in this work.
Capacity

Total Disk

Ratio of Disks with Uncorrectable Error

ST12000NM0007

12 TB

38,272

2.2%

ST4000DM000

4 TB

36,950

7.1%

ST8000NM0055

8 TB

14,811

2.2%

ST8000DM002

8 TB

10,161

2.7%

ST3000DM001

3 TB

4,286

33.2%

Uncorrectable Error (CDF)

Disk model

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

20
40
60
80
Cumulative Disk Rate(%)

100

Figure 3.2: Distribution of Uncorrectable Errors to Disk Population
reported, whose distribution to 6.6K disks is shown in Figure 3.2. It is clear that
a small number of disks contribute to the most of the errors. Specifically, less than
5% of disks had 89% of all errors and less than 10% of disks had 92.4% of all errors.
Figure 3.3 demonstrates the distribution of disks by the number of uncorrectable
errors that they developed. 14.5% of disks with error raised only one uncorrectable
error and 21.7% of them raised more than 20 uncorrectable errors. Moreover, 6% of
the disks with error reported more than 100 uncorrectable errors. Figure 3.4 presents
the ratio of disks with uncorrectable error over time. While the ratio was as high as
0.15% in July 2014, it is stabilized at around 0.02% after removing one of the disk
models from the cluster in late 2014 likely due to exhibiting too many errors.
Although the dataset contains logs from more than 80 disk models, we excluded
the ones with less than thousand disks to avoid misleading results due to lack of data.
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Figure 3.4: Ratio of Disks with Uncorrectable Errors
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Figure 3.5: The impact of disk age on the occurrence of uncorrectable disk errors
This filtering left a total of 104, 480 disks from five disk models whose details are
given in Table 3.1. The disk models ST12000NM0007 and ST4000BM000 constitute
72% of all disks as there are more than 36K disks for each of these models. Despite
having similar number of disks, 3x more disks developed an uncorrectable error in
disk model ST4000DM000 compared to ST12000NM0007. Moreover, while the ratio
of disks with uncorrectable error is less than 7.1% for four disk models, it reaches to
33.2% for ST3000DM001, indicating a significant variation between disk models with
regard to the likelihood of developing uncorrectable errors.

3.3

Impact of disk age

We also analyzed the impact of disk age on uncorrectable errors in Figure 3.5. Although SMART logs do not contain disk age information, we measured disk age based
on the first date SMART logs were published for the disks. We excluded the disks that
were present in the first date of the data collection (Feb 1, 2014) since it is possible
that those disks were used even before data collection was enabled. The likelihood of
error follows a relatively stable pattern until disks are around 700 days old at which
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point it starts to decrease. The probability of developing an uncorrectable error is
2-4x lower for older disks (more than four years old) compared to younger ones (less
than 2 years old). This surprising observation can be attributed to the fact that
old disks with uncorrectable errors might have been removed from the cluster as a
precautionary measure to avoid future uncorrectable errors, leaving only the healthy
ones. This can be observed by the decreasing disk count– the dashed line in the
Figure 3.5. We leave more detailed analysis of this observation as a future work.
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Chapter 4
Modeling Uncorrectable Errors
As SMART logs are populated every day for each disk, we aim to develop a model
that can, by looking at SMART logs of any day, can predict if a disk will develop
an uncorrectable error within next 24 hours. The accuracy of the model is then can
be checked by looking at the next day’s SMART logs to see if the disk raised an
uncorrectable error.

4.1

Feature Selection

SMART logs contain more than 60 attributes, however, most of them are not reported consistently for all disk models. Filtering out those attributes reduces the
total number of attributes to 16. We ran feature selection to find the attributes that
can explain the variation in uncorrectable errors using Random Forest model and in
the end settled with 13 features. Figure 4.1 demonstrates the contribution of each
of 13 features in explaining uncorrectable error attribute. Although we find that five
features (uncorrectable error count (#187), load cycle count (#193), power-on hours
(#9), seek error rate (#7), and temperature (#194)) are sufficient to explain 90%
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Figure 4.1: Importance score of SMART metrics for Random Forest model. Despite
having over 60 SMART features in total, 13 of them are sufficient to explain 99% of
variation for uncorrectable errors.
of variance for uncorrectable errors, we settled with 13 features to increase the variance coverage to 99%. The selected attributes are given in Table 4.1, sorted by the
importance score.
Once the attributes are identified, we applied several machine learning models to
find a relationship between the attributes and uncorrectable error. Note that since
our goal is to predict errors before they take place, we marked the SMART logs with a
positive label (i.e., uncorrectable error) if the next day’s SMART log for the same disk
reported an uncorrectable error and marked with a negative label otherwise. True
Positive Rate (TPR) and False Positive Rate (FPR) metrics are used to evaluate the
performance of prediction models. TPR indicates the portion of the actual positive
samples that is correctly identified by a model. In the context of uncorrectable bit
errors, it represents the percentage of disks with uncorrectable errors (i.e., positive
class) that is correctly identified by the prediction models. The false positive rate, on
the other hand, refers to the portion of actual negative cases that is misidentified as
positive cases by a model. It represents the percentage of disks without uncorrectable
error (i.e., negative class) that are incorrectly classified as disks with uncorrectable
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Table 4.1: SMART attributes selected as input features for the prediction model
ID

Attribute Name

Importance
Score

Description

187

Uncorrectable Error

0.294

Count of uncorrectable errors

193

Load Cycle Count

0.160

The count of load/unload cycles into head landing zone
position

9

Power-On Hours

0.136

Total hours the drive was in power on state

7

Seek Error Rate

0.130

Rate of seek errors of the magnetic heads

194

Temperature

0.050

Device temperature

4

Start/Stop Count

0.044

Count of spindle start/stop cycle.

12

Power Cycle Count

0.044

Count of full hard disk power on/off cycles.

1

Read Error Rate

0.038

Hardware read error count that occurred when reading
data from a disk surface

198

Uncorrectable Sector Count

0.034

Total count of uncorrectable errors when reading/writing a sector.

197

Current Pending
Sector Count

0.033

Count of unstable sectors waiting to be remapped

5

Reallocated Sectors
Count

0.018

Count of the bad sectors that have been found and
remapped.

188

Command Timeout

0.012

The count of aborted operations due to HDD timeout.

199

UltraDMA
CRC
Error Count

0.007

Count of errors in data transfer via the interface cable
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errors by the models. Hence, TPR and FPR values are calculated as follows:

4.2

TPR =

#true_positives
#true_positives + #f alse_negatives

FPR =

#f alse_positives
#f alse_positives + #true_negatives

Handling Data imbalance

The imbalance between negative and positive samples makes it challenging to develop accurate models. Specifically, unique uncorrectable errors (counting multiple
uncorrectable errors in a day from a disk as one error) constitute less than 0.01% of
all SMART logs. Thus, training a model using a dataset with 1:10,000 imbalance
ratio will produce a biased model that is likely classify positive samples in negative
class, thus missing uncorrectable errors. The typical approach to balance multiclass
datasets is to resample the minority or majority classes through undersampling or
oversampling. Oversampling duplicates the observations of the minority class and
undersampling drops the observations of the majority class to obtain a balanced
dataset.
Undersampling is typically preferred over oversampling as it significantly shortens
training time and reduces false positive rate. We, therefore, applied undersampling
using Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique [9]. To avoid the bias in the random sampling process, we cross-validated the performance of machine learning models
using different undersampled dataset.
Figure 4.2 compares the TPR for different disk models when oversampling and
undersampling is used when training a Random Forest model. It is clear that oversampling degrades the TPR for all disk models. While TPR is always above 80% with
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Figure 4.2: True Positive Rate for different disk models using one-to-one oversampling
and undersampling ratios to balance dataset.
undersampling for all disk, it is below 52% with oversampling. In addition to degrading TPR, oversampling also almost doubles the size of training dataset by replicating
the minority class samples by nearly 10,000 times. This, in turn, lead to considerable
slow down in training times for machine learning models.
While outperforming oversampling in achieved TPR, undersampling introduces
new challenges as it may disturb the distribution of the majority class and lead to
misclassification of the majority class. Thus, FPR is an important metric to keep in
mind since it increases the cost of taking any action to mitigate the potential errors.
For instance, while only 5-10 disks develop uncorrectable errors at any given day, 1%
false positive rate will require additional 250 disks to check when the number of total
disks is around 25,000. As a result, it is important to find a sweet spot between TPR
and FPR scores.
Figure 4.3 demonstrates the impact of undersampling ratio on weighted TPR and
FPR scores, where weights of disk models are proportional to unique uncorrectable
error counts. X-axis represents the sampling ratio of the majority class compared
to the minority class. For example, sampling ratio 9 refers to a dataset with 1 : 9
ratio for positive and negative samples, respectively. As we increase the sampling
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Figure 4.3: True positive and false positive rates with varying undersampling ratios.
ratio, FPR decreases from around 5% to 0.5%. However, this comes at the cost of
decreasing TPR in addition to increasing training time. As an example, while 1 : 1
undersampling yields more than 96% TPR, 1 : 21 undersampling achieves less than
85%. Since we aim to detect and avoid uncorrectable errors as much as possible,
high TPR is critical to achieve this mission. Although high FPR rates can adversely
affect the feasibility of some of the proposed solutions such as marking some disks as
“offline” for write operations as explained in Section 5.2, the FPR rate is still below
5% for the highest TPR rate. Therefore, we settled with 1 : 1 undersampling ratio to
be able to identify uncorrectable errors with high accuracy.

4.3

Model Training

To ensure that uncorrectable errors are sufficiently represented in training and test
dataset, we performed following steps when setting up training and test data: We
first separate the data into positive and negative groups as shown in Figure 4.4. We
then split both classes into 80% training data and 20% test data. Since negative
class is the majority class, we ndersample it before merging with positive class to
build the training dataset. Similarly, we combine the test data from both classes to
develop the test dataset. To ensure the validity of our models, we use 5-fold cross
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Figure 4.4: Preparation of training and test datasets
validation. for cross-validation, we at first divided the data into positive and negative
classes. Both of these classes are then divided into 5 equal-size groups. We combined
4 folds of positive data with 4 folds of negative data to build the training dataset.
The rest portion of the data was used as test data. We run the models 5 times with
one portion used test set while the remaining data is used for training. We found out
cross-validation is very important to remove sampling bias from the model. It also
helps the model to avoid temporal bias.

4.4

Model Evaluation

We applied seven machine learning models that are commonly used for classification
problems. They are Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machines, Decision Tree,
Random Forest, Neural Networks, Gaussian Naive Bayes, and LightGBM. Since hyperparameters have a significant impact on the performance of these models, we used
scikit-optimize library – with Gaussian-based Bayesian optimization – to discover optimal hyperparameter set for each model. The search focuses on identifying maximum
tree depth for Decision Tree, LightGBM and Random Forest, the number of trees for
the Random Forest, and the number of hidden layers and learning rate for the Neural
Network.
Figure 4.5 presents Receiving Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve for different
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Figure 4.5: ROC curves of machine learning models for uncorrectable error prediction.
Random Forest yields the best performance with 95% true positive rate with less than
5% false positive rate.
classification models. ROC curve evaluates the performance of the machine learning
classifiers under different threshold values. Even though default threshold of 0.5
is used to determine the class of a sample in binary classifier– a sample with 0.51
error probability is marked with error label– one can configure the threshold value to
discover a sweet spot for TPR and FPR scores. Since we trained the machine learning
models for each disk model separately, weights are used to calculate the average result
for ROC curve. The weights are proportional to total number of uncorrectable errors
in disk models.
Naive Bayes, Logistic Regression, and Support Vector Machine perform poorly as
they cause 85% FPR to achieve 90% TPR. High FPR value is a major impediment
in the implementation of potential solutions in most classification problems as it
increases the cost of actions. As we aim to reduce the I/O overhead of end-to-end
integrity verification for file transfer by calculating file checksum on disk data only
when a disk is considered to be high-risk, high value of FPR would cause a significant
reduction in I/O savings. Therefore, it is important to keep FPR close to zero to
maximize the benefit of probabilistic integrity verification for file transfers.
While Neural Network yields better performance than Support Vector Machine,
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Figure 4.6: ROC curve for different disk models using Random Forest classifier.
its FPR score is still more than 60% for 90% TPR. It, however, can achieve close to
80% TPR with less than 15% FPR. On the other hand, Random Forest classifier yields
95% TPR with less than 5% FPR, outperforming other models (except Decision Tree)
by a significant margin. Surprisingly, Decision Tree also yields competitive results
compared to its ensemble counterpart. For instance, it acquires 93% FPR with 6%
FPR. In the rest of the analysis, we use Random Forest classifier due to its high TPR
and low FPR performance.
We further investigate the performance of the Random Forest (RF) classifier for
different disk models in Figure 4.6. It is clear that the RF classifier achieves more than
95% TPR for most disk models while keeping FPR less than 5%. It yields more than
90% TPR with less than 3% FPR for the largest two disk models, ST12000NM007
and ST4000DM000. On the other hand, 90% TPR causes 14% and 20% FPR for
ST80000NM0055 and ST30000DM001 disk models, respectively. Moreover, as mentioned Section 4, ST30000DM001 disk model was removed from the cluster in 2015
after developing a large number of uncorrectable errors.
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Chapter 5
Avoiding Uncorrectable Errors
In this chapter, we leverage high accuracy prediction models to introduce two application scenarios where early prediction of uncorrectable errors can be used to reduce
the workload on storage system or minimize the impact of uncorrectable errors. First,
we demonstrate that one can reduce I/O workload of storage systems by eliminating
integrity-verification for file transfers when disks-in-use are not expected to develop
an error. In a nutshell, integrity verification– upon the completion of the file transfer–
requires both sender and receiver to read files back from storage to calculate and compare their checksum in order to capture data corruption that might happen during
network transmission or disk write. This process, however, incurs significant I/O
overhead to file systems in addition to slowing down the transfer process by up to
2x [8], [15]. We, therefore, introduce probabilistic integrity verification to calculate
file checksum on cache data when disks– that are used to store file data– do not exhibit the symptoms of uncorrectable errors. By doing so, one can reduce I/O load on
storage systems significantly in addition to reducing the runtime of integrity verification process. Experimental results show that probabilistic integrity verification can
save up to 97% of integrity verification-related I/O of file transfers while capturing
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more than 90% of uncorrectable errors.
Second, we take advantage of high accuracy prediction of uncorrectable errors to
exclude high-risk disks from taking part in write operations to reduce the workload
on them, thereby lower the likelihood of uncorrectable bit errors. Even if some errors
cannot be avoided, redirecting write operations from high-risk ones to low-risk ones
will reduce the amount of data at risk, alleviating the impact of the errors. On the
other hand, excluding too many disks imposes the risk of overloading the remaining
disks and potentially increasing their error probability. Our analysis shows that one
can reduce the amount of I/O on disks with uncorrectable errors by up to 80% while
increasing load on the low-risk disks by less than 5%.

5.1

Probabilistic Integrity Verification

File transfers are vulnerable to silent data corruption as existing resiliency control
mechanisms lack the robustness needed to capture silent errors that can happen while
transmitting data in the network or while writing it to disk. For instance, TCP uses
16-bit checksum to capture data corruption but it fails to detect errors once in 16
million to 10 billion packets [29], which is not rare in today’s high-speed networks
that operate at the speed of hundreds of gigabits per second. Moreover, data can also
be corrupted at the end systems due to memory and disk corruptions. For instance,
undetected write errors can alter multiple bits at unintended disk sectors due to
misaligned write head [6], [12], [24], [26], causing corrupted data to be stored in disk.
Although Data Integrity Field has been proposed by T10 committee (aka T10 DIF)
to ensure the integrity of disk write operations, it requires hardware support thus it
is not necessarily available in all storage systems. Yet, it does not protect all types
of disk errors, such as dropped writes [12].
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Therefore, end-to-end integrity verification is proposed to ensure the integrity of
file transfers, which works as follows: A file is first read from the disk at the sender
and transferred to the receiver using a transfer application such as FTP or GridFTP.
Then, the checksum of the original file at the sender and the transferred copy at the
receiver are computed using a secure cryptographic hash function, such as SHA256.
Finally, the receiver sends the checksum value it calculated to the sender to compare
against the sender version. If they match, then the transfer is marked as successful.
Otherwise, the transferred copy of the file on the receiver side is deemed corrupt and
the file is transferred again.

5.1.1

I/O Overhead Analysis

End-to-end integrity verification offers a robust solution against uncorrectable disk
errors by catching undetected write errors that might happen while writing files to
disks on the receiver side. However, it imposes significant I/O and computation
cost due to checksum calculation. For example, transfer of 100TB file with integrity
verification will incur 100 TB read I/O load on source and destination file system in
addition to 100TB read on the sender and 100TB write on receiver caused by transfer
operation.
To demonstrate this, we transferred a 200GB file between two servers in the
same local area network using Globus transfer service, which, by default, checks the
integrity of file transfers. We monitored read I/O throughput on the sender and
receiver sides using sar utility and plotted cumulative values in Figure 5.1.
Even though we submitted the transfer job at t = 0s, no network activity is
observed until t = 400s, during which disk read I/O value for the sender gradually
increases to 200GB. When the network transfer starts, the sender read I/O rate
continues to increase and hit to 400GB at t = 712s. Once the transfer of the file is
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Figure 5.1: Cumulative disk and network I/O rates for the transfer of a 200GB file
using Globus transfer service.
completed, receiver disk read I/O rate starts to rise and reaches 200GB at t = 1123s.
As a result, both sender and receiver servers experience 200GB I/O load on file
system due to integrity verification as it involves reading files from disk after (or
before for sender) the transfer to calculate their checksum. Considering the fact that
many science projects move terabytes of data every day between high-performance
computing facilities, integrity verification introduces a non-negligible amount of I/O
pressure on file systems.
While it is possible to compute the checksum of files while reading them to transfer
at the sender side (or while writing them at the receiver side) to avoid rereading files
for checksum calculation, it will prevent the detection of undetected write errors (on
receiver), thus it is not considered “true” end-to-end integrity verification. Moreover,
some data repositories store the checksum of files to not to recalculate them every
time files are transferred. Although this will eliminate the need to calculate the
checksum on the sender, receiver still needs to read the transferred files back from
disk to compute their checksum to capture undetected write errors that might have
happened while writing the files. Furthermore, calculating the checksum of files ahead
of time may not be a feasible option when files are transferred right after they are
produced– a typical scenario for many streaming workflows to enable near real time
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Figure 5.2: Checksum calculation speedup when it is performed on memory copy of
data over disk copy.
data processing. In addition, it increases transfer times considerably due to requiring
to compute and verify checksum of files after they are transferred.
Figure 5.2 compares the ratio of speedup of checksum calculations for different
file sizes when it is performed over cache data over disk data. We can observe that
running integrity verification on memory copy of data can speed up the process by
1.5-8.5 times. Thus, running checksum computation on memory before writing data
to disk if the disk does not show error symptom would significantly lower the cost
of integrity verification for file transfers. As a result, while is it critical to capture
silent errors to prevent permanent data loss, integrity verification incurs significant
overhead by creating read I/O load on storage system and degrading effective transfer
rates.
It is therefore important to address I/O overhead of end-to-end integrity verification process of file transfers to reduce I/O workload of file systems and dedicate
limited I/O bandwidth to computing jobs. To achieve this goal, we introduce probabilistic integrity verification that, instead of reading data from disk, uses cache data
on memory to calculate file checksums when disks are predicted to have low risk of
uncorrectable errors by the models. For example, if receiver file system splits a file
into two disks with 0.8 and 0.01 uncorrectable error probability values, the proba-
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bilistic integrity verification can use cache-based checksum calculation for the portion
of the file on the second disk (the one with probability of 0.01) due to its low error
probability, reducing the overhead of integrity verification. On the other hand, since
the first disk has a high error probability, integrity verification can be executed using
the disk copy of data for checksum calculation to capture potential errors.

5.1.2

Problem Formulation

In this section, we define the problem of selecting disks to run integrity verification
on disk data to find and recover from uncorrectable bit errors while reducing the I/O
overhead of integrity verification process. We first estimate the error probability of a
write operation when probability of error is unknown for disks. To do so, we rely on
the average undetected bit error rate of disk drives, referred as U BER. Although this
information is not released by disk manufacturers, previous studies estimate U BER
(stemmed from undetected write error) to be around 10−15 (once in 125T B) for enterprise disks and flash drives [24], [33]. Then, the probability of an uncorrectable
write error to take place when writing b bits to a disk becomes b ∗ U BER[8]. As
striping is commonly used in parallel file systems (both RAID and file system level),
files are typically distributed over multiple disks. Thus, error probability for a file
transfer that involves N disks can be calculated by
N
Y
E(T ) = 1 − (1 − bi ∗ U BER)

(5.1)

i=1

which can be approximated to

E(T ) ≈

N
X
i=1

bi ∗ U BER

(5.2)
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where bi is the amount of data written to disk i. We aim to take advantage of the
error prediction models to estimate the likelihood of uncorrectable errors for each
of N disks and execute integrity verification on disk data only when the estimated
error probability is higher than a user-defined threshold. It is important to note
that although we check for undetected write errors only for high-risk disks, integrity
verification can still be executed on cache data (on memory) for low-risk disks to
capture possible data corruption that might occur during the network transfer.
Let pi be the probability of ith disk to develop an uncorrectable error due to
undetected write error within next day, i = 1, . . . , N as estimated by the Random
Forest model. Let bi be the data size we write on disk i and Di is the total write
I/O size for disk i in a given day, where bi ≤ Di for i = 1, . . . , N . Therefore, the
probability of a transfer operation to be exposed to an uncorrectable error on disk i
becomes
E(i)model = bi
where

pi
Di

pi
Di

(5.3)

is analogous to U BER as it represents the probability of uncorrectable error

to affect a unit write operation (i.e., one bit) as we assume pi to represent exactly one
uncorrectable error to happen in a day during a total of Di bits are processed. We
then multiply this by the data size that the transfer operations issued on the disk,
bi . Therefore, the probability of at least one uncorrectable error to affect the given
transfer T can be estimated by

E(T )model = 1 −

N
N
Y
X
pi
pi
bi
(1 − bi ) ≈
Di
Di
i=1
i=1

(5.4)

Note that E(T )model will be smaller than E(T ) if disks used for a file transfer are
on average predicted to be low risk (i.e., p < 0.5) by the model. As a result, one
can calculate the difference between baseline error prediction and model-based error
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prediction by
k=

E(T ) − E(T )model
E(T )model

(5.5)

then determine to execute integrity verification for some disks if the improvement
ratio, k, is smaller than a desired value. Although executing integrity verification for
all disk would meet user defined threshold, it will increase I/O overhead on file system.
We, therefore, aim to strike a balance between mitigating uncorrectable errors and
reducing the overhead of integrity verification by finding a right set of disks.
For a given set S = {1, . . . , N }, the set of disks used to write data in given transfer
task T , we define ESc (T )model to be the probability of error obtained by running diskbased integrity verification on a subset of S, Sc , and calculate by

ESc (T )model =

X
i∈S\Sc

bi

pi
Di

(5.6)

where Sc ⊂ S. Let S1 , S2 , . . . , Sm be the subsets of S which can be found by iterating
over all the subsets of S. As multiple subsets of S can satisfy the improvement ratio
requirement, we define a cost function to find the one that yields maximum I/O saving
as
C(Sc ) = α

X
i∈Sc

bi + (1 − α)

X
i∈S\Sc

bi

pi
Di

(5.7)

where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 for each subset Sc of {1, . . . , N }. The cost function consists of
P
two parts as total data size we run the integrity verification on disk data, i∈Sc bi ,
P
and predicted uncorrectable error rate, i∈S\Sc for disks that we do not run integrity
verification on disk data. α is then used to find a balance between I/O saving rate
and improvement ratio. When α is close to 1, the cost function will prefer a subset
that runs integrity verification on a minimum amount of data that can satisfy the
improvement factor. On the contrary, when it is close to 0 will choose a subset that
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returns minimum error probability. Although we only evaluate the cost of disk subsets
that satisfy the improvement factor, a cost function with α < 1 gives an opportunity
to reduce the error probability further down. Once the α is set to a desired value in
accordance with the application requirement, we can then search for a set of disks,
Sc , that returns the minimum cost value.
Brute Force Solution: A straightforward solution to the problem of finding the
optimal set of disks to run integrity verification on disk data to minimize the cost
function is to iterate over all subsets of a set S and find the one with the minimum
cost. However, this approach takes a long time to execute when the number of disks
used in a transfer task, N is more than 20. Specifically, while brute-force finds a
solution in 0.18 seconds when 8 disks used, it takes 123 seconds for 24 disks. Given
that a significant portion of scientific transfers involve tens of files and use hundreds
of disks to store the data [16], brute force solution is impractical to apply in realtime. We therefore introduce a greedy solution to find a close-to-optimal solution in
a polynomial time.
Greedy Solution: Instead of checking all possible subsets, the greedy solution
follows a step by step approach to find the optimal. It first checks if running integrity
verification on cache data for all disks (S0 = {}) meets the user-defined improvement
ratio. If it does, then the search will be terminated and the empty set will be returned
as a solution. Otherwise, the greedy will select a disk for which running the integrity
verification on disk data would satisfy the improvement ratio while lowering the cost
function the most using

S1 =

arg min C(Sc ).

(5.8)

Sc ∈{{i} | i∈S}

If ES1 (T )model meets the improvement ratio condition, then the greedy stops; other-
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wise, continues the process by searching another disk that minimizes C(Sc ) together
with the disk indexed by the element of S1 . It will continue the search until a set
to satisfy the improvement ratio is found or all disks are selected. Since the greedy
approach only selects one disk at any step by evaluating all available disks, its time
complexity becomes O(N 2 ) = N + (N − 1) + (N − 2) + · · · + 2, where N is the number
of disks used in the transfer. The execution time of the greedy solution is 0.18 seconds
for 24 disks and 0.25 seconds for 100 disks.

5.1.3

Simulation Results

We evaluate the performance of probabilistic integrity verification using file transfer
logs of Comet supercomputer located at San Diego Supercomputing Center in California. The logs report start time, file size, user id, and end time of transfers that
took place in March of 2017. Figure 5.3 to 5.5 presents the characteristics of transfer
logs. On average, there are 150K file transfers each day carrying up-to 66T B data.
We find that 80% of all transfer jobs include less than 200 files while around 5% of all
transfer jobs contain more than 1, 000 files. We also notice that 90% of all transfers
carry files that are smaller than 10M B. These findings match with earlier reports
regarding the file transfer characteristics between HPC clusters [16], thus the logs can
be used to represent the characteristics of file transfers between HPC facilities.
Since we do not have access to SMART reports for Comet, we simulated transfer
logs on Backblaze cluster. To simulate the transfers, we first pick a transfer from the
transfer log and randomly select N disks from the BackBlaze dataset. The number
of disks, N , depends on file system settings such as RAID configurations (e.g., RAID
level, number of drives in a RAID array, and RAID stripe size) and file system
striping settings (i.e., stripe count which refers to the number of storage servers used
to distribute a file). Without loss of generality, we set the RAID level to 0 (i.e., no
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parity or mirroring), the number of disks in RAID array to 8, RAID stripe size to
128KB, and file system stripe count to 1, as default settings in simulations. Thus,
the number of disks used for each file transfer is by default set to 8. Note that
since we do not evaluate the recoverability of corrupted data, RAID level does not
affect the performance of the proposed solution. Once the disks are selected for a
file transfer, we then use probabilistic integrity verification to determine whether or
not to execute integrity verification on disk data or cache data for each disk. If the
transfer task involves multiple files, we select N disk for each file separately. We
repeat this process for all transfers in the transfer log. As the transfer log contains
around 150K file transfers in a day, we select 1.2M (150K transfer ×8) disks in total,
) to 300 ( 150K×8
) times each day based on
causing each disk to be used by 31 ( 150K×8
38K
4K
the disk model1 . Simulating the transfer logs for an entire month leads each disk to
be used by 240 − 2, 400 times.
To evaluate the performance of probabilistic integrity verification, we define two
metrics as coverage ratio and I/O save ratio. The coverage ratio represents the percentage of data size that is protected against undetected write errors by running
integrity verification on disk data. Note that it only considers the portion of data
that is directed to disks with uncorrectable errors. Since the number of disks with
error only constitutes 0.02% of all disks, this results in approximately 0.02% transfer data to be written to disks with error, assuming equal distribution of workload
over available disks. I/O save ratio, however, calculates the percentage of integrity
verification-related I/O that is avoided by executing integrity verification on cache
data in memory. As an example, if integrity verification is executed on disk data for
all disks, the coverage ratio will become 100% while I/O save ratio becomes 0%. The
goal of probabilistic integrity verification is therefore to increase I/O save ratio while
1

Total number of disks in disk models vary between 4, 000 and 38, 000
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of brute force and greedy-based probabilistic integrity verification in terms of coverage ratio
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of brute force and greedy-based probabilistic integrity verification in terms of I/O save ratio
keeping coverage ratio as high as possible to minimize the likelihood of transfers to
be exposed to uncorrectable errors as formalized in Equation 5.7. Unless otherwise
specified, we set the improvement ratio, k, to 90%, which requires finding a set of
disks, Sc that will lower the risk of uncorrectable errors by at least 10 times compared
to baseline error probability, E(T ) as described in Equation 5.2.
Figure 5.6 and 5.7 compares the performance of brute force and greedy approaches
for varying α values as defined in Equation 5.7. We can see that α value has a limited
impact on the coverage ratio of the greedy solution as improvement ratio 90% is
sufficient enough to check high-risk disks against uncorrectable bit errors. On the
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other hand, the brute force approach does not save any I/O when α = 0 as it prefers
the solution with the smallest E(T )model , which happens when integrity verification is
executed on disk data for all write operations. In exchange, it yields 100% coverage
ratio by capturing all uncorrectable errors with disk-level integrity verification. It,
however, achieves 69% I/O saving while offering 92% coverage ration when α is set
to 1. Larger α values lead to decrease in I/O save rate by around 15% for the greedy
method. This is because the cost function will first run integrity verification for small
P
I/O writes to keep the data size, i∈Sc bi , small, but they are unlikely to satisfy the
improvement ratio criteria. Consequently, the greedy solution will then move to disks
with larger transfer I/O size, resulting in a suboptimal solution. As an example, if we
are given a list of integers {1,2,10} and asked to find a subset whose sum of elements
is the smallest value that is greater than 5, then the greedy approach will end up
with a subset that contains all three integers due to selecting the smallest number in
each step. However, the optimal solution would be the subset with only one element,
{10}. As a result, the greedy solution might yield suboptimal results when α value
is close to 1. We leave the optimization of the greedy under such circumstances as a
future work and use α = 0 in the rest of the experiments. The greedy approach with
α = 0 yields competitive results compared to brute force with α = 1 (67% vs 69%
in I/O save ratio and 92% vs 93% in coverage ratio), therefore we used the greedy
approach in the rest of the analysis due to the prohibitive computational cost of the
brute force solution.
Figure 5.8 compares the execution time to find a solution for a file transfer with
increasing number of used disks. Note that although the number of disks used for a
single file is set to 8 by default, the number of disks used for a transfer job could be
large if the job contains multiple files or file system striping is used. The computation
time for brute force reaches to 100 seconds when M = 24, whereas the greedy solution
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of brute force and greedy-based probabilistic integrity verification in terms of execution time
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Figure 5.9: The performance analysis of probabilistic integrity verification algorithm
when tested with various improvement ratios.

can return a solution in the order of microseconds.
Figure 5.9 demonstrates the impact of improvement ratio on the performance
of probabilistic integrity verification. It is clear that increasing improvement ratio
increases the coverage ratio as we are running disk-level integrity verification for
more disks to lower the error rate. Checking more disks, in turn, leads to smaller I/O
saving ratios. We observe that probabilistic integrity verification with improvement
ratio of 90% achieves 85% − 95% coverage ratio while saving 40% − 75% integrity
verification-related I/O for different disk models. When the improvement ratio is set
to 50%, I/O saving ratio increases to 97% while still achieving 90% coverage ratio for
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disk model ST120000NM0007. For the same disk model, the greedy solution can save
30% I/O while covering more than 99% transfers against uncorrectable errors. The
difference between the performance of probabilistic integrity verification for different
disk models can be attributed to the performance of Random Forest classifier as it
is able to yield smaller FPR score for the same TPR score for ST120000NM0007
compared to the other models.
We also assessed the impact of file system striping on the performance of probabilistic integrity verification. The striping count defines the number of storage servers
used to distribute a file. It complements RAID striping by increasing the number of
disks used to store files. Lustre file system defines default Striping count is set to
1, but allows users to define striping count for files [25]. Stripe count of 2 or higher
values are typically suggested for large files, so we evaluated its impact for files whose
size ranges between 1GB and 300GB in Figure 5.10. We observe that probabilistic
integrity verification save 10% higher I/O compared to the default striping count 1.
This can be attributed to the fact that as large are split to more disks, it allows
probabilistic integrity verification to make more precise disk selection decisions to
meet the improvement factor. Coverage ratio, however, declines 7 − 8% for most disk
models as striping count is increased.
In addition to lowering I/O overhead, the probabilistic integrity verification can
also speedup file transfers especially when integrity verification process is the bottleneck of whole process. To confirm this, we transferred a dataset with 10 1GB files
between two servers in a network with 10Gbps bandwidth and 30ms round trip time.
We measure the transfer time when integrity verification is executed with various I/O
saving ratios. For instance, 10% I/O saving ratio will run integrity verification on
disk data for 90% of transfer data, while the rest will be computed using cache data.
The results (as given in Table 5.1) show that probabilistic integrity verification does
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Figure 5.10: Performance analysis of probabilistic integrity verification when file
system-level striping count is varied between 1 and 32. Large stripe counts increase
I/O save ratio by around 10% while causing 5-7% decrease in coverage ratio for some
disks.
Table 5.1: Impact of probabilistic integrity verification on transfer time

Time (sec)

0%
360.8 ± 5.3

I/O Saving Ratio
10%
50%
353.6 ± 6.8 263.0 ± 1.7

90%
168.5 ± 2.0

not only help to reduce I/O overhead on storage system but also lowers transfer times
significantly; 53% for 90% I/O save.

5.2

I/O Redirection to Avoid Uncorrectable Errors

Probabilistic integrity verification improves the resilience of file transfer I/O by verifying the integrity of write operations, however, it does not help to prevent uncorrectable errors. In this section, we propose to mark high-risk disks as “unavailable”
for new write operations to reduce I/O load on them. Although eliminating read I/O
requests would also help to minimize I/O load, that would require moving data out of
high-risk disks (or recreating missing blocks in the case of RAID storage), thus would
cause significant overhead on the system. Disabling high-risk disks for write I/O does
not only help to lower the risk of developing uncorrectable errors but also protects
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write operations against silent errors by issuing them to healthy disks. It is important
to note that redirecting traffic from high risk disks to low risk disks can increase the
failure probability of low risk disks, thus it is important to keep the overhead on the
“online” disks low.

5.2.1

Problem Formulation

We first formulate the error probability for a cluster of N disks that handles D bits
of daily write I/O load. Then, the probability of having at least one uncorrectable
error in the cluster can be calculated as

E(C) = 1 −

N
Y

pi

(5.9)

i=1

where pi is the error probability for disk i as estimated by the Random Forest model
and Di is the amount of write I/O issued to the disk. Note that different from
Equation 5.3, the term ( Dbii ) does not exist anymore as it returns 1 when I/O in
consideration, bi , equals to total I/O on disk, Di . Moreover, while Equation 5.3 only
iterates over the disk that are involved in any particular transfer task, Equation 5.9
considers all disks in the cluster hence estimated error values are significantly higher.
To lower E(C), we can deactivate a set of high-risk disks, S = {1, . . . , M } for write
operations until we can reevaluate their risk next day using the SMART metrics.
Taking some disks offline will increase the load on the online disks by
P
T =

Di
N −M
i∈M

(5.10)

bit and potentially increases their error probability. Although it is hard to calculate
the impact of increased workload on error probability on active disks, we incorporate
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Figure 5.11: The performance analysis of I/O redirection experiments for various
improvement ratio targets.

it by increasing their error probability by the percentage of increase in the I/O load.
Thus, the uncorrectable bit error probability for the cluster becomes

Ê(C) = 1 −

Y
i∈S
/

pi

Di + T
Di

(5.11)

with improvement ratio
k=

E(C) − Ê(C)
E(C)

(5.12)

We implemented a solution to find the set of disks to satisfy the improvement ratio
condition. It works by sorting the disks in descending order by their error probability
and adding them to the offline list, S, one by one until the estimated error rate
Ê(C) satisfies the target improvement ratio. Note that while the cost function of
probabilistic integrity verification considers data size (Eq 5.7), it is irrelevant in the
I/O redirection scenario since total I/O size will not be affected by the proposed
actions.
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5.2.2

Simulation Results

Figure 5.11 shows the coverage ratio and overhead results when I/O redirection is
applied for target improvement ratio of 10% to 50%. The coverage ratio indicates
the percentage of I/O that is redirected from disks with uncorrectable error to disks
without error. Figure 5.11(b) shows the ratio of increased I/O on the low risk disks
due to excluding high risk disks from write operations. The results show that one can
save more than 50% I/O from being exposed to uncorrectable error while increasing
the overhead of low risk disks by less than 5%. For ST12000NM007, 80% I/O coverage
ratio can be achieved with less than 5% increase in overhead on the active disks.

5.3

Deployment Challenges and Opportunities

In this section, we lay out potential deployment options for the proposed application scenarios. The error prediction models we drive in this thesis rely on SMART
monitoring system which is supported by the most disk manufacturers. Thus, system
administrators can configure to collect and publish daily SMART metrics such that
pre-trained models can be used to decide whether or not a disk is likely to develop an
uncorrectable error within next 24 hours. Since SMART reports contain less than 60
attributes (actual number depends on the disk model and SMART version), the storage footprint to store daily SMART logs would be negligible compared to the scale
of today’s large-scale parallel file systems. As an example, the size of daily SMART
reports of BackBlaze dataset for 120K disks is 32.5MB.
A potential deployment challenge would be to collect and train a model for each
disk type. While this is a common challenge for any supervised learning-based prediction model, we show in Figure 5.12 that one can use a prediction model trained
for one disk type to make predictions for another disk type. In the figure, we eval-

True Positive Rate
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Figure 5.12: ROC curve for the Random Forest model when trained with
ST12000NM0007 disk model and tested with others.
uate the performance of Random Forest model when it is trained with disk model
ST12000NM0007 and tested against other disk models. It is clear that the model
achieves more than 70% TPR with less than 5% FPR for all three disk models. For
90% TPR, the model returns 70% FPR for all disk models, which can be used to
save up to 30% of I/O overhead induced by file transfer integrity verification. Although a more detailed analysis is required using more disk models from different
manufacturers, these preliminary results indicate that one can potentially start with
a pre-trained prediction model and re-train it as data from actual disks becomes
available over time.
Another challenge regarding the application of I/O redirection is the implementations of marking high-risk disks unavailable for write operations until their risk
declines. We believe that this can be implemented in two ways. First, when RAID
arrays are used with mirroring or parity, then it is possible to mark high-risk disks
as write-protected to prevent write I/O without affecting the operation of the RAID
array. Second, the storage servers in parallel file systems can also be marked readonly to prevent write operations. For example, Object Storage Servers in Lustre file
system can be temporarily deactivated to only allow read I/O. Thus, this option can
be considered when multiple disk drives of the same storage server are selected to
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mark read-only by the proposed I/O redirection algorithm.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
Ensuring end-to-end data integrity while keeping the system over-head low is one
of the crucial requirements of the exascale computing era. It is most significant for
applications that can not tolerate silent data corruption. Uncorrectable errors pose
a threat to data integrity in storage systems as they may result in complete data
loss when not handled properly. Even with proper control mechanisms (i.e., file system level checksumming), the ability to predict uncorrectable errors allows users and
systems administrators to take precautionary actions such as taking high-risk disks
offline or verifying the integrity of I/O operations. In this work, we analyzed 150M
SMART logs from 143K disks over the period of 68 months to gain insights into the
characteristics of uncorrectable errors. We further derived high accuracy prediction
models to estimate the occurrence of uncorrectable errors using daily SMART logs.
Among several machine learning models, we find that Random Forest classifier yields
the best performance compared with over 95% true positive rate in exchange of less
than 5% false negative rate. We then incorporated the prediction model into two
application scenarios. In the first use case, high-accuracy error prediction led to 97%
reduction in I/O overhead caused by the integrity verification process of wide area
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file transfers. In the second application scenario, we introduced I/O redirection solution to divert write I/O operation from high-risk disks to low-risk one to avoid write
operations being affected by uncorrectable errors. We find that one can lower I/O
issued on disks with error by up to 80% while increasing the load on the other disks
by less than 5%.
As future work, we will look deeper into the impact of disk age on on the occurrence
of uncorrectable disk errors such that this information can be utilized tom improve
the accuracy of prediction models. Moreover, we will evaluate the impact of using
different α values in out cost function to see how the proposed algorithms work in
these scenarios. We will also work on prediction models that support transfer learning
to facilitate the deployment of proposed application scenarios in cases historical data
is not available. Finally, we will test the proposed model and associated application
scenarios using actual devices to validate our findings and pave the way for deployment
to production systems.
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